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ABOUT LLOYD RECRUITMENT GROUP
Established in 2005, we are a privately owned West-Australian company
with strong links to the local community. Our goal when we launched
was the same as it is now : To offer our clients a standard of service that
represents excellent value for money and exceeds their expectations of
what they require from a professional Recruiter.
Over the journey we’ve placed thousands of candidates, with hundreds
of customers, who continue to work with us and refer us to their clients
and colleagues. We have a proven track record across a wide range of
sectors and disciplines.
Our experience as business owners has given us a clear understanding of
the value of well managed human resource initiatives and the
importance of matching the right person with the right position, in the
right company. In short, we know the value of ‘a good fit’ and the
potential damage caused by a bad one.
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PERMANENT RECRUITMENT MANAGEMENT : OUR SERVICE OFFERING
Lloyd Recruitment Group provides a comprehensive service offering,
including professionally written copy and advertising, database search,
interviewing, reference-checking and candidate management. We
consult with our clients to ensure that we are aware of not only the skills
and experience required to manage an assignment on their behalf but
also have a clear understanding of the personal attributes required of
any candidate seeking to join them.
Our Candidates are interviewed and reference-checked prior to being
recommended to our clients. All candidate information is compiled into
a Candidate Summary, offering our clients a comprehensive overview of
their suitability for the role in question. For your peace-of-mind, we
include a six month Service Guarantee with every candidate we place
with you. An option to extend this by a further six months is also
available to you.
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TEMPORARY & CONTRACT STAFFING
Lloyd Recruitment Group specialise in Temporary & Contract Staffing
solutions for periods in excess of four weeks. We ensure that our Temps
are experienced in the duties you’ll be asking them to perform, enabling
them to be ‘up to speed’ from the first day of the assignment.
We pay our temps a completion bonus at the end of each assignment
which goes a long way towards making sure the job is well managed
from start to finish. Should you wish to offer one of our Temps a role
directly with your company, we include our TEMP2PERM service with
each of our placements. This means that we can effectively offer you a
‘Loyalty Discount’ with the offer of a reduced final placement fee

HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTING & DEVELOPMENT
We offer a range of HR Consulting Services, designed to complement
your existing team in busy times or we can become your ‘HR
Department’. Our services include : staff appraisals, skill-set inventories,
benchmark interviewing & exit interviews.
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